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Greenville's Main Street makes national 'great streets' list
BY BEN SZOBODY • STAFF WRITER • OCTOBER 7, 2009
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A community planning association listed Greenville's Main Street as one of 10 “great streets” in the country
Wednesday, ranking downtown's epicenter in the company of scenic corridors in places such as Alaska and
Maine.
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The recognition puts Greenville on the radar of
thousands of planners across the country and
readers of the American Planning Association's
magazine, city leaders say.
The 15-block stretch from Academy Street in the
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the other city streets recognized for their social
function, design, cultural events and green
strategies.
Many of the streets on the list are situated next to
scenic vistas, though the planners focused on the
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as downtown's Falls Park “changed forever how
we define our city.”
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City Manager Jim Bourey said the award will serve
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people.
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The association describes Main Street as a place
that features “bustling foot traffic seven days a
week, day and night” and the culmination of 30
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years of redevelopment work that is oriented
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around activities, scenery and history.
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Specifically noted by the association was Main Street landscaping that began in 1978, the new Fluor Field
baseball stadium, special events that cover 320 days a year, the pedestrian focus, the boom in restaurants
and residences and the riverside vistas, among other keys.
Paul Farmer, the association's chief executive officer, said in a statement, “The street demonstrates just how
important it is to Greenville's social vitality and economic prosperity.”
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